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100' (30.48m)   2021   Astondoa   100 Century
    Spain

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer:Astondoa
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed: 22 Knots
Engine HP: Max Speed: 26 Knots
Beam: 22' 7" Cabins/Heads:4 / 4
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 660 G (2498.37 L) Fuel: 2641 G (9997.27 L)

Call for Price
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Data Sheet

Category: Motor Yachts
Condition: New
Model Year: 2021
Beam: 22'7'' (6.88m)
Min Draft: 5' 11'' (1.80m)
LOA: 100' (30.48m)
Cabins: 4
Sleeps: 10
Heads: 4

Maximum Speed: 26 Knots
Cruise Speed: 22 Knots
Range NM: 500
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Warranty: 5 years

Fuel Tank: 2641 gal (9997.27 liters)
Fresh Water: 660 gal (2498.37 liters)
CE Certified: Yes

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

The Astondoa 100 Century will be making her USA Premiere at the 2019 Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show. The
yacht features multiple spaces to relax outdoors. Powered with two MTU 16V2000M86 2.186 horsepower engines she
can reach 24 knots at maximum speed and cruises at an impressive 20 knots.

Astondoa 100 Century
The Century 100’ is a celebration of Astondoa’s 100 years of history which shows how classic luxury can fit today’s
yachting lifestyle. She is designed to host large groups of family and friends who want to spend time on the water. The
Century 100’ features oversized lounges, open-air dining, and a single-level upper deck. Designed with no steps to
impede walking from bow to stern, making easy to move around the upper deck even when navigating. 

Owners will love hosting friends and socializing onboard thanks to ample lounge seating. This vessel has adjustable
sunbeds at bow and stern and all the tools needed for comfortable outdoor living. Plus, the ample flybridge makes it
possible for guests to enjoy their time onboard in all types of weather conditions.

INTERIOR

The interiors of the Century 100’ were created by Cristiano Gatto in collaboration with Astondoa’s design department,
yet it is fully customizable for every owner. As soon as the main doors to the salon slide open, you are welcomed into the
spacious interior. The massive space and tasteful furnishings add to the immediate feeling of luxury.

Indoor spaces display a sophisticated design and a masterful combination of high-quality finishes and materials. Real
wood veneers, polished stainless steel, top grain leather, glass, and high-performance carbon fiber used strategically
throughout the yacht heighten the senses and add to the luxurious environment. 

Each space onboard this modern Astondoa model is customizable. Owners are invited to make decisions and design a
vessel to fit their particular style. For our shipyard, customization means crafting a yacht that embodies your dreams.

The layout of each area has been carefully planned to optimize comfort and ensure a spacious feel. This is clear in her
full-beam master cabin located on the main deck. Ample dimensions, stylish detailing and expansive views from the
large windows on either side make this cabin a relaxing haven. 

The Astondoa 100’ Century is equipped with two MTU 16V2000M86 2.186 hp engines. Performance is unbeatable for a
yacht of this size and displacement. It reaches 24 knots at maximum speed and sustains cruising speed at 20 knots. The
optional package includes two M96 engines.

Trade-in welcome. G Marine Yacht Sales offers to ship worldwide

For further information please visit
https://www.gmyachts.com/model/2018/astondoa/100-century/ or call +1
(954) 866 1636 / text +1 (619) 954 4779 | sales@gmyachts.com
Astondoa Yachts are distributed in the Unites States, Canada, Central
America, the Caribbean and South America by G Marine Yacht Sales as the
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sole authorized dealer.
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Astondoa 100 Century   Running shot
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Astondoa 100 Century   Aerial View
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Astondoa 100 Century  
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Astondoa 100 Century   Foredeck

Astondoa 100 Century   Foredeck
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Astondoa 100 Century   Twin cabins

Astondoa 100 Century   Twin cabins
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Astondoa 100 Century   Engine Room
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